REBOUNDER OPTIONAL FITTINGS

F

ertilizer placement in
relation to the seed is
the key to successful
plant growth.
When it comes to in-furrow
fertilizer application, we have
the solution. Whether you want
to split the fertilizer or place it
directly on the seed, we have
many options for you to choose
from.
To accommodate your specific
needs, each Rebounder has
the option of allowing liquid
fertilizer to be applied in various
locations in relation to the seed.
We recommend you consult
with your agronomist on which
fitting will work best for your
agricultural program.

IT’S A FACT:

Plants require 14 essential
nutrients for healthy growth.
The absence of any one
nutrient in the soil can limit
plant growth, even when
all other plant nutrients are
present in adequate amounts.

Y-NOT SPLIT-IT®
▶▶ Fertilizes sidewalls of seed V
▶▶ Ensures that the seeds won’t be drenched
▶▶ Apply up to 10 gallon in-furrow
▶▶ Less than 5 minutes to install

NEW Y has half size
holes for placing lower
volumes of fertilizer on
the side walls

STRAIGHT SHOT™
▶▶ Places liquid directly with the seed
from under the Rebounder
▶▶ Keeps liquid off wheels and discs
▶▶ Secured with metal plate
▶▶ Works with planters and drills

HOSE HOLDER™
▶▶ Places liquids on
the seed
▶▶ Keeps liquid off discs
of planter or drill

The three micro-nutrients
that are essential for food
production and quality are
nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium.

▶▶ Hose is secured with
molded-in tab
▶▶ Distributes liquids
evenly in-furrow
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JD DRILL OPTIONAL FITTINGS
STAINLESS STEEL TUBES

BENEFITS OF TUBE OVER THE PRESS WHEEL

▶▶ Works with Rebounders, planters and drills
▶▶ Effective liquid placement
▶▶ Durable, rust-free stainless steel
▶▶ Easy installation
▶▶ Great for starter application

▶▶ Places fertilizer behind the
press wheel for a cleaner drill
▶▶ Rebounder’s concave design
places all the seeds in the
bottom of furrow
▶▶ The press wheel presses seeds
in before fertilizer is placed
above the seed
▶▶ Bracket models fit the 9″ (SDX
& JD type) press wheel

Tube for John Deere
9" Press Wheel

Chad’s
Tube™ for
John Deere
Drills

JDCW MVP
Closing
Wheel

JD 750 Drills have 10″
press wheels. We sell 9″
wheels for replacements.
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